Final Results: 11/4/2011  
Response Rate: 32.2% (305/948)

Based on the most common responses to the Career Path Survey, the average job seeker ...

**Job search habits**
- Starts the job search 6 – 12 months before finishing residency/fellowship
- Looks for jobs on a weekly basis between 6:00pm and midnight

**Level of preparedness**
- Feels somewhat prepared for the job search process
- Rates both the residency and fellowship as ‘good’ in preparing graduates for the job search process

**Career plans**
- Wants to pursue a career in academic practice
- Wants to be located in an urban area

**Resources used**
- Uses Internet job search sites to look for jobs
- Of the Internet job search sites, uses AAN.com/careers most often
- Views networking as the most useful resource in finding a job

**Offer selection criteria**
- Applies for 5 jobs
- Receives 3 jobs offers
- Takes 3 months or less to get the first job offer
- Considers professional development opportunities when selecting among multiple job offers

**AAN resources**
- Is aware of the AANnews/Neurology Career Center and uses it the most of all AAN resources
- Will use salary information/calculator if provided by the AAN